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Introduction
While the aftereffects of the heinous Gujarat carnage are still being felt all over
the world Maharashtra has had a distinction of going through at least three
communal riots. Kalyan was the first followed by Badlapur and now Sholapur.
Gujarat confirmed the long held hypothesis that the communal conflagrations are
never a natural occurrence and are therefore have an agency behind them.
Kalyan riots, wherein the police acted professionally and prevented the
communal clash from developing into a major conflagration presented a proof in
support of this very hypothesis. Sholapur appeared in face of it to be in the class
of Kalyan although the damage done there in terms of the loss of lives and
property was many fold more than in Kalyan. There was this assumption about
the professionalism of Maharashtra police that impelled one not to see it in the
class of Gujarat.
Sholapur is a city of some 800,000 people with glorious history of martyrdoms
during anti-colonial struggles and labor movements. The people of this city
enjoyed independence decades before the country (from 9th to 11th May 1930)
had become independent. The Sholapur Municipality is the place where the tricolor fluttered for the first time in the country. The city paid the price with the
blood of four martyrs, namely, Mallappa Dhanshetti, Kurban Hussain, Jagnnath
Shinde and Kisan Sarda. Sholapur similarly had a glorious history of radical
labour movement. It was the labour who despite Gandhi’s deliberate ignoring
them had struck work when Gandhi was arrested; burnt liquor shops; attacked
police outposts, law courts, municipal buildings, and the railway station; and ran
a virtual parallel government which led to imposition of the martial law. It is
Sholapur that contributed Dr. Kotnis to Chinese peoples’ revolution. The city had
history of communal amity in history. In that sense it is not a place which is
expected to easily give in to communal passions.
Sholapur today hardly reflects its past glory. The city that prided on its cotton
textile mills and other industries has lost its shine with closure of them. Over
50,000 workers have been thrown on roads to fend for themselves. They have
been eking their lives with petty jobs in competition with each other, very much
like Ahmedabad. The incidence of Muslims among these workers was relatively
more than the Hindus. The deepening crisis of Sholapur has also mutated its
radical character. The developments in recent times have overtaken it. Sholapur
did experience many minor communal disturbances during the last two decade,
viz., in 1982, 1989, 1992 and now a major one in 2002.
The current riot surprised many because its root cause was some derogatory
utterances of some Christian preacher in distant America about Prophet
Mohammad and a protest voiced by a minor Muslim leader through his small
paper. The result was a riot between Hindus and Muslims that took 11 lives,
maimed many, destroyed property worth crores, rendered many jobless and
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homeless and above all killed the mutual trust between people who lived fairly
amicably for years.
The flare up lasted just for three days. Nothing much came in news papers
beyond Sholapur. The questions as to how such innocuous reactions to some
thing so distant can lead to such a serious civic disturbance; who played what
role in the process, how did the State respond to the needs of the victims etc.
remained unanswered. Although late by almost a fortnight, CPDR decided to
send its team to Sholapur to get answers to some of these questions. The
objectives for the team were: 1. to understand the causes of the riot, 2. to
understand the roles played by various people and agencies in the riot, 3. to
articulate the demands for the victims from the perspective of their democratic
rights and 4. to suggest ways and means to avoid the recurrence of such riots in
future.
The team comprising Mr. Haridas, Mr. Gopal and Dr. Anand Teltumbde visited
Sholapur on October 9, 2002 and presented the following report.
How Did It Start?: The General Version
The ostensible reason for the riots appears to be the Bandh proposed in an
article written by M. D. Sheikh in his daily Dainik Bandhuprem in protest of the
derogatory comments made by one conservative U.S. preacher Jerry Falwell
calling Prophet Mohammed a terrorist in an interview on the CBS new show “60
Minutes.” “I think Muhammad was a terrorist,” Falwell said in the interview. “I
read enough of the history of his life written by both Muslims and -- non-Muslims,
(to know) that he was a -- a violent man, a man of war.” Muslims all over the
world had condemned the remarks and so did Sheikh by giving a call for Bandh
on October 11, 2002 in Sholapur. It is this Bandh call that is considered as the
root cause of this unprecedented communal conflagration in the city.
As per one version, when people gathered for the morning prayer at a Masjid in
Sahara Nagar, some Muslim leaders made speeches on the issue raised by
Bandhuprem. This inspired the Muslim youth gathered there to go around
propagating for observing the Bandh. Based on the newspaper reports and our
interviews with people the first incidents of rioting took place in the Sahara Nagar
area at around 10-30 AM. It spread to Asaranagar, Rubynagar and then to
Kumatha Naka, Daji Peth. The processions sprang up from these areas shouting
slogans in support of Bandh. One such procession started from Kontam Chowk
under the leadership of Tajuddin Moholkar. This procession turned violent by the
time it reached Madhla Maruti Square. The people in the procession hurled
stones at Maruti temple and towards the Goddess in the pandal in its area. It is
said that these processions went on rioting and burning shops on their way. In
Saraf Bazar the business men came out on roads and stone throwing ensued
between the two mobs. The mobs then turned towards Tilak Square where one
Mr. Nadaf, the owner of the Nadaf Mattress Factory fired from his revolver at the
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mob. This enraged the mob and it burnt his three storeyed shop and house. The
papers wrote that further devastation at his place occurred because of the
explosion of the nine gas cylinders at his house.
Around the same time, a mob attacked a pandal of Shraddhanand Navratra
Mahotsav Mandal in Vijapur Ves. The police had to resort to firing in air to
disperse the mob. However, some shops in the area were looted and burnt. The
riot spread to Shukrawar Peth, Shaniwar Peth, Mangalwar Peth, Bali Ves, Tarti
Naka, Tuljapur Ves, Vishranti Square, Market Yard, Joshi Galli, Baba Quadri
masjid and Navi Peth area. There was a heavy stone throwing on the mobile van
of police and as reported some policemen also were injured in the stone
throwing. Police enforced Art. 144 around quarter past one in the afternoon but
the rioting still continued unabated. In the Begumpeth area they maligned the
goddess-idol of the Siddheswar Peth Navratra Mandal and broke a Ganapati idol
there. They looted many houses in that area and burnt a few vehicles. There was
burnings in Padmashali Square, Rahul Gandhi Slum, Sakhar Peth,
Jodbasavanna Square, Juna Boramani Naka areas. The mob used sodawater
bottles, stones, bricks extensively.
The rioting was thus widespread. Curfew was imposed in six police chowkiareas. The police resorted to firing at seven places in Vijapur Ves, Panchkata
and Shastri Nagar areas on the very first day. There were three deaths in police
firing. Besides, scores of people were injured in the rioting. Five people, viz., Bilal
Bidri (35), Bade Pir Adil A. Razak (20), Muhibub Sheikh, Chandrakant Mhetre
(35) and one unknown person succumbed to their injuries at the hospital.
M. D. Sheikh - Muslim Vikas Parishad and Other Causes
M. D. Sheikh is projected as a key figure in this unfortunate episode. He had
floated an organization called All India Muslim Vikas Parishad (MVP) some six
years ago and has reportedly appointed himself its president. He also started a
daily and has been running it for the last four years. He is said to have close
contacts with some political bigwigs in the government so much so that he had
two rooms in a MLA hostel at Mumbai at his disposal. For the past couple of
years he had floated many branches of his Muslim Vikas Parishad and put up
signboards all over Sholapur in the style of Shiv Sena. M. D. Sheikh appears to
be a controversial personality. He is hated by some as an ambitious, arrogant
and impatient person. He is said to have no particular following in Muslim
community and his Muslim Vikas Parishad to be just a signboard organization
and him its self appointed president. He indulged in yellow journalism and is
accused of extortion using his paper as a threat. On the other hand, various
Muslim youth that we randomly spoke to said that “he was a good man, trying to
do something for the community”. Many of them surprisingly said that they did
not know about his Bandh call. None expressed that deep devotion as to give an
impression that they would die for him.
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The natural question that arises is that can a small timer politician like M. D.
Sheikh with his minor paper like Dainik Bandhuprem and an organization like
MVP can on its own heat so influence the Muslim masses as to come on roads
and indulge into rioting with such ferocity as described in the Press and narrated
by the Hindu victims like Narsingh Mengji’s family. No reasonable person can
answer this question in affirmative. It follows therefore that there had to be some
extraneous causes that provided the motive force to both the sides.
Some of the extraneous causes that could be plausibly pointed out were
provided to us on phone call by Com. Adam Master, the Ex-MLA and VicePresident of the CITU. He said that there was a meeting on October 2, 2002
wherein some leaders of BJP made speeches that the Muslims need to be taught
a lesson on the pattern of Gujarat. The miscreants in the gathering burnt down
two auto rickshaws, one trolley and one motor cycle belonging to Muslims and
hurled petrol bombs into some Muslim houses. The incident had taken place in
Juna Gharkul area on the Hyderabad road. The rickshaw owners being the
members of the CITU’s Lal Bavta Rickshaw Chalak Sanghatana reported this
matter to the Sanghatana officials. This incident shows that there was already
something simmering on the Hindu side and its trial had taken place just nine
days ago. The Muslim had a bitter memory of Gujarat alive. Most of the youth
anxiously asked us whether it was still worse in Gujarat. There could be many
more reasons than these reinforcing the communal passions on both the side.
But, these appear good enough to understand motivation in rioting mobs.
The incident of October 2 does not appear much known to people. The only other
place that we found its mention was in the annexure to the memorandum
prepared by Shastri Nagar people for submission to various authorities.
M. D. Sheikh and the entire leadership of MVP are reportedly in jail. Despite our
efforts we could not meet any of its associates to get its viewpoint.
Some Correction to the General Version
It should be noted that this riot was bigger in spread as well as intensity than any
in the public memory. People recount two riots that took place during the last two
decades. One was in 1982 when a procession was taken out at the time of
conference of the Vishwa Hindu Parishad and the second was again during a
procession for celebrating the birth centenary of Dr. Hedgewar in 1989. Even in
1992 in the aftermath of demolition of the Babri Masjid, stray incidents of stone
throwing and burning had taken place. Compared to these incidents the recent
riots were really fierce.
This context is important because most of the killings and devastation happened
on the first day itself. The general version gives an impression as if Muslims had
planned to create disturbance. The pattern of devastation that we saw does not
give credence to this version. It is possible that attempt to enforce Bandh might
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have sparked off clash from Muslim side but it is unlikely that they had planned
for it. Firstly, MVP did not have the strength to do that. Secondly, their protest
was against a Christian preacher and did not relate with the Hindus. Thirdly, the
beatings that they received do not reflect any preparation on their part. On the
contrary, the speed with which the Hindus ‘reaction’ took place all over Sholapur
impels one to see an organization and plan backing the action.
As per the handbill of Muslim Vikas Parishad, although October 11 was declared
as Bandh since morning a protest meeting was organized at 2 PM in Vijapur Ves
Square which is situated area where majority of Muslims lived. As Mr. Faiz
Quadri, who did not have much liking for Sheikh told us that “Sheikh had taken
out a handbill that people should gather at some place to give a memorandum to
the Collector voicing their protest.” The Bandh had a mixed response in the
Muslim area itself. The activists of MVP therefore were going around canvassing
for the Bandh in lanes and wards of Muslim colonies. They may have asked
Hindus also to shut their shops. Everybody however looked forward to the
afternoon meeting. Suddenly around 10.00 - 10.30 AM the riots broke out in the
extended city areas of Asara Nagar, Ambedkar Nagar, Vishnu Nagar, Nai Jindagi
etc. Soon after, around 11.15 AM big Muslim shops in the market areas of the
city were set on fire. Much before the protest meet, thus Sholapur was already
aflame.
When the activists of MVP started coming towards the venue of their protest
meeting at the Vijapur Ves Square, police drove them away in view of the tension
in the city. The scuffle ensued and perhaps the enraged crowd attacked the
decoration for the Goddess of Navratra celebrations in Vijapur Ves and
Begumpeth areas. This incident took place barely 10 meters away from a police
Chowki. Soon there 10 rickshaws and a cloth shop were set on fire. Thereafter,
full fledged communal riots broke out all over the city.
Reflection of Gujarat Experiment
Indeed there was a hazy reflection of Gujarat at most of the places that we
visited. In the areas where majority of Hindus lived there was so severe
repression on Muslims that they had to flee their homes. Shanti Nagar, a slum
having about 100 houses, 12 of Muslims and the rest of Hindus, all alike in look
but provided a simple identification along community lines. Those with locks
belonged to Muslims and those with people were of Hindus. These poor power
loom workers, slogged 12 hours a day just for their meager survival, had erected
a Masjid there in a 25 feet x 12 feet tin shed. The miscreants had attacked that
symbolic structure with such vehemence that not even a single sheet could be
reused. The place where they installed Quran Sharif had a pinch of ashes of
burnt paper. The people had run away. At some distance from the Masjid, Imran
an eight year old boy showed us how his house was attacked that night. He
enthusiastically conducted us exactly to the houses from among the similar ones
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around to show us the damage inflicted on “Hamare Musalman”. At some
distance from this cluster lay a factory that made napkins and employed 20
workers now in complete shambles, with its machinery lying in disarray. It was
the only factory that belonged to a Muslim among many around. There was no
mark to distinguish it from any other but for the owner’s identity. But it was
smartly singled out and burnt.
The same features reminding us of Gujarat were encountered in Venugopal
Nagar, a predominantly Hindu area. Muslim shop were skillfully picked up and
burnt sparing the adjacent Hindu ones. Yassim Abdul Aziz Sheikh, who worked
as a security officer in Hotel Marriot, Saudi Arabia showed us an empty cubicle
which a few days back was Imran Medical Stores. His borther in law, salim
Jamadar showed us the surrounding shops doing regular business to illustrate
how only Muslim shops were torched and Hindu ones were spared. How police
did not respond to their calls or how fire brigades reached late. They did not
spare even the Pan Tapari of Abdul Razak Mehboob Nadaf or a STD booth of
Ismail Habeeb Patel. In adjacent Nagendra Nagar, Kumtha Naka, Azim Mhd.
Kasim Attar, a bangle shop owner told us how his shop was first looted and then
burnt down. In Swagat Nagar, they burnt A. S. Tamboli’s for petty repairs but
skillfully spared the more inflammable timber mart belonging to a Hindu. We
walked and drove around to see burnt shanties interspersed the slumscape. We
did not have to ask any more because we knew they had to be Muslims’!
Far from these extended city areas we found the same thing done to the bigger
Muslim shops. In Begumpeth Kamal Hussain Bharamiya Nadaf, a Bedsheets
merchant narrated the same story that we repeatedly heard in the distant slums
of Dixit Nagar, Swagat Nagar, or Shanti Nagar. That the crowds came shouting
slogans “Jai Bhavani, Jai Shivaji” and attacked us; while we prayed for police
help it never came; or that at some places police kept watching as the hoodlums
looted and burnt their property. S. M. Salar’s shop in the Bazarpeth (East
Mangalwari Peth) described how his shop was broke opened, burnt and the next
day while the curfew was on it was looted. Chhagan Bhujabal, the Home Minister
who reviewed the situation during curfew happened to see the shop being looted
by people while police looked on. He claimed to have a video where these things
are recorded. We saw this was the only Muslim shop dealing in the grain and
edible oil merchandise. The other shops belonged to Marwaris, Komtis, etc. were
not even touched. A short distance away, we saw the historical house of the
biggest Sawari in Sholapur, known as Badi Maulali Sawari Ki Durgah having
been completely demolished.
In all 13 Masjids were reported having been attacked. They suffered various
levels of damages. Either among the dead or injured the proportion of Muslims
was far more than that of Hindus. The search operation that was carried out was
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full of biases. Muslim colonies and slums were raided and police did not spare
even the kitchen knife or sickle blades and took them away as dangerous
weapons. For example, in Shastri Nagar, the recovery of big stockpile of arms
claimed by police and relishingly published by the newspapers with flashy
headlines mostly included Sattors (a heavy knife for cutting meat), Knifes, iron
rods etc. which were the production tools of the people living there. In the raids
people complained of inhuman treatment from police. In the arrests that followed
also reflected police bias in clear terms. Among the 2000 odd people that are
picked up by the Police, 80 percent were reportedly Muslims. Many of them had
a share of Police torture.
Except for a case of stabbing of Shiv Sena Shakha pramukh Chandrakant
Mhetre in Vishnu Nagar and burning of house of Narsingh Mengji, Ex-MLC of
BJP there was no case of significant damage from Muslim mobs that we come
across. There were of course allegations of goddess idols being broken, the
photographs of some of them having been already published by some papers.
We went to Chandrakant Mhetre’s house and met with his younger brother,
mother and cousin Bhimashankar Mhetre who was a Shiv Sena Corporator. They
generally narrated how he was killed. We wanted to interview his wife but she
had reportedly gone to her parent’s place. Mhetres owned huge area over which
bricks were being manufactured. We visited Vishnu Nagar where he was called
for Puja and was attacked by mobs and eventually killed. Nobody in Vishnu
Nagar was prepared to talk to us. Some people outside Vishnu Nagar however
told us that his murder was executed by his own people taking cover of the riots.
It was beyond our means to verify this.
With regard to burning of Narsingh Mengji’s house we were shocked to see the
ferocity with which it was executed. We made special efforts to understand the
reason for this tremendous anger of the Muslims against him. This part has been
covered in the later part of this report.
As against this significant loss on Hindus side almost entire cityscape was strewn
with the burnt houses and shops belonging to Muslims. The damage suffered by
Muslims was far worse than that by the Hindus. It is clear that the Hindu side of
rioting was led and conducted by the cohorts of Sangh Pariwar, i.e, Shiv Sena,
VHP, Bajrang Dal etc. and caused maximum damage. But instead of catching
them for their crime, (it is not at all difficult knowing them, having been shown on
TV in their full action) the police had arrested their victims.
Police Excesses in Shastri Nagar: A Miniature Naroda Patia
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Shastri Nagar is a colony of some 17000 people out of which approximately
13000 were Muslims. Most of the Muslim inhabitants of Shastri Nagar are
Qureshis (khatiks) associated with slaughter and sale of meat for living as can be
seen from many Mutton shops lining the main street. The others were Bagwans
(Gardeners), Mistris (masons) and Bakers. The colony is situated at some
elevation and is bounded by a skirting road at the bottom. There is a main street
that runs through the colony.
Shastri Nagar was untouched by the rioting that broke out in Sholapur on the
October 11, 2002 until about 4.00 PM when it was suddenly jolted out by the
slogans of “Jai Bhavani, Jai Shiwaji” on its edges. They saw a mob of some 5000
people with swords, spears and other weapons behind the posse of police,
destroying and burning shops belonging to Muslims on the skirting road near the
Maulali Square. Alarmed by this noise people on and around the main street
collected out of curiosity at the spot where the mob could be seen. Without any
provocation the police rushed into the colony and opened fire on the mob from
Kumbhar Galli. We have seen many bullet marks which clearly indicate where
the shot came from. The spots where the three people fell victims to the police
bullets also clearly indicate that police had come up well inside the colony to kill
people. All the bullet marks were above four to five feet also establish their
intention to kill and not to disperse crowd. One of the victims rather fell at the
edge of the lane meeting the main street with a bullet piercing his skull.
They corroborate the descriptions of many people in the colony with whom each
team member spoke individually. We are of the firm opinion that there was
absolutely no reason for the police to open fire on people in the colony. As far as
Shastri Nagar is concerned, we have not come across any report on or anybody
saying to us about any untoward incident. If the Muslim mob was communally
charged, they had a small minority of Hindus entrapped in the colony to
experiment with. It is a fact that some 25 shops belonging to Muslims on the
skirting street were burnt not very far from a Police Chowki. It is a fact that there
were police with guns. The crowd had to be sizable, even if not 5000 strong as
described by the inmates of the colony, to dare to touch the colony of 13000
Muslims. Since there is no skirmish of any kind reported between the mobs there
anywhere it can be reasonably surmised that a sizable mob of people must have
done that behind the police protection. And the conclusion is inescapable that the
police firing by Sudhakar Kharbas of Sadar Bazar Police Chowki was absolutely
unwarranted.
The firing killed Bilal Bidri (35) an auto driver, Mahboob Sheikh (28), a hidecarrying coolie and Asif Badepir (22) a furniture welder.
There were other police excesses also that the inmates of Shastri Nagar
suffered. One such sample case is worth describing here. Firoze Lalkot, a well
built, well dressed youth in his late twenties or early thirties, working in Hotel Tipu
Sundri Restaurant narrated what he underwent on that fateful day. His left palm
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was still bandaged with metal strips. He said he had a curfew pass and gone to
get blood from a blood bank for a girl who was in a hospital. While returning with
the blood bottles policeman- Gajanan Shankar Kangil stopped him near Rang
Bhavan, abused him derogatively in his community name, tore his curfew pass
and beat him to police station. In the police station he was again beaten with
lathis and had to be shifted to hospital. He claimed that his curfew pass can be
checked from the police registers and that he was coming from a blood bank can
also be verified from blood bank documents. He voice soured saying, “Hamko
shikayat na Hinduonse hai na Musalmanose. Hamen shikayat hai sirf police se.”
(We have no complaints either against Hindus or against Musalmans. We have
complaints only against Police).
Ajat Khan Mohammad Yusuf Besakh (23), a truck driver was picked up on
October 13 and thrashed by the police and admitted in the civil hospital with a
homeguard in watch over him. He was discharged from the hospital on October
13, 2002 but his papers did not have any reference that he was admitted there by
the police. He lay in his hutment his hand in bandage and a blank look in his
eyes. Anwar Mohammad, a 14 year old boy was arrested while going to school
on October 11 in the morning. He was released from Juvenile Home on October
25 with his hand in bandage. Such stories of police atrocities abound in Shastri
Nagar.
Role of Local Newspapers
All major Marathi papers take out their edition from Sholapur, viz., Sakal, Kesari,
Tarun Bharat, Pudhari, Lokmat, Sanchar etc. Besides, many tabloids are
published as dailies and weeklies. We got to see the issues of Sanket, Jam Jam,
both weekly papers. Daineek Bandhuprem, that carried the controversial editorial
and proposed to observe Bandh in protest of denigrating comments of – against
Prophet Mohammed was one such small daily newspaper edited by one Mr.
Mahboob Daudsaab (M. D.) Sheikh.
We studied the role of local news papers by glancing through the issues of
various papers on October 12, 13, 14 and 15. The major events took place on
October 11(Friday) and 12 (Saturday). By the following Sunday evening, i.e.,
October 13 normalcy was approximately restored.
Various news papers reported the incidents on October 11 the next day. While
Kesari flashed the news as ‘Sholapur is scorched in Communal Riots” along with
two photographs of rioting and burning Tarun Bharat reported it as “Inferno of
Riots in Sholapur” and gave four small photographs. The first one showed the
fallen idol of Durga captioned as “this was the situation of the Goddess in Telangi
Pachhapeth”, the second photograph showed a “Shriram Cutlery” shop on the
road between Madhla Maruti and Kontam Chowk burning, the third photograph
showed the decoration of the Public Celebration of the “Chha Shakti Puja” in
Vijapur Ves in destruction and the fourth showed A Wooden mart in Jodbhavi
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Peth burning; the letters “Shriram Stores” on its signboard being prominently
seen. Tarun Bharat additionally sub-captioned the news in four prominent bars:
one said, “Curfew in City”, the second said, “Denigration of the Goddess Idol”,
the third said, “Five Killed in Police Firing, and the fourth said, “Call for Bandh
today by Sena”. Even Kesari used three sub-captions for prominently reporting
the incidents that translated, “Five killed and more than hundred injured in Firing
and Knifing incidents, More than 150 shops and houses burnt, loss of property
worth crores, Curfew in the entire city and call for Bandh by Sena today”. The
comparative reading of these two papers clearly reveals Tarun Bharat a paper
known for its association with the Sangh Pariwar taking an open communal side
in its reportage vis-à-vis Kesari. Even Kesari could not succeed in keeping its
balance fully as the body of the news carried reflected one sided story that may
not stand the test of reason.
The bias ran through the body of the report of nearly all the mainstream papers.
For instance, Tarun Bharat separately captioned “Broke the Goddess Idol” and
vividly described how the miscreants dragged the goddess idol out of the pandol
for the Saradar Vallabhbhai Patel Navratra Mahotsav Mandal that was situated
just five feet away from the Begumpet Police Chowki and broke it right in front of
the police. It criticized police for their inaction. The entire narrative gave an
impression that only Muslim mobs indulged in rioting and violence. Even the
body of the report carried by Kesari gives the same impression that it was the
mobs of Muslim youth who went around and indulged in rioting. It may even be
the fact but the manner in which Tarun Bharat painted it amounted to faithfully
represent its ideological camp even in such an unfortunate and sensitive
situation. The ire against police also came out clear, accusing it of
ineffectiveness and complacence. The entire stance of the Sena-Sangh Pariwar
camp against the police, as revealed later while interviewing several people
belonging to the latter held the Congress led front-government as responsible for
the riots or at least its spread.
The second captioned news in Tarun Bharat is about the “firing by a
businessman”. It says one Mr. Nadaf, the owner of famous Nadaf Mattress
Works in Tilak Chowk fired on the mob from his revolver, which further enraged
the mob. It burnt his three story shop and house. This news is reported even by
Kesari in equally great details. It said that Mr. Nadaf had nine cooking gas
cylinders in his house that burst and destroyed the house and shop.
Role of Local TV-Channels
Besides local news papers, there are video channels that transmit local news on
TV in Sholapur. Two prominent channels mentioned by various people to us
were Sholapur Vrutta Darshan and Dinman. Both of these channels were
reportedly showing broken idols on TV. But they also covered many more things.
Many people while deposing before us were referring to these channels
repeatedly which indicates that they have done a fairly good job in recording the
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events as they happened. As told to us by Mr. Salar they even showed his shop
being looted by people when Mr. Chhagan Bhujabal was surveying the riot
affected areas during the curfew on October 12. People in Shastri Nagar told us
that they saw Shiv Sena and BJP leaders in video while the mob was looting and
burning the Muslim shops. Some even claimed that certain leaders could even
be seen setting fire themselves to such shops. Unfortunately we could not
succeed getting the video recordings during our visit. But, we think that they
might serve useful record in the investigations into this unfortunate incident that
requires to be carried out. It is not possible to comment on the specific role
played by these channels besides being the record of some authenticity.
Role of Police
While in comparison with Gujarat Police the Police in Maharashtra at large
appear to have handled the riots much more professionally and brought the
situation under control (Reference CPDR report on the Kalyan riots) in a
reasonable time, much remains to be desired on a plane of their duty. Both sides,
Hindus as well as Muslims, accused the Police of either complacency or bias.
Surprisingly, the family members of Narsingh Mengji, the ex-MLC whose house
was totally burnt in these riots were particularly angry at the police apathy. They
told us the longish tale of police inaction while the mobs were attacking their
house. Even the powerful Mengji’s calls were falling on deaf ears. It does sound
credible in face of the fact that the house was completely burnt. But there is a
tinge of politics in these accusations which did come out on asking one of the
members as to why the police did not respond to their calls. The reason given
was the Congress rule in the State. They were particularly angry with one
Muslim Police Officer Mujawar who as papers reported enraged Chhagn
Bhujabal also to order his removal.
From preventive angle police appears guilty of criminal negligence. Com Adam
Master, Vice President of CITU claimed that he had indicated possibility of
communal conflagration in a memorandum submitted to police Commissioner on
October 3, 2002 itself. The incident, not much known to the public that prompted
Adam master to do this is already referred in foregoing narration. When the office
bearers of the Sanghtana and CITU visited the place for investigation they learnt
that some BJP leaders had made speeches the previous evening and stressed
the need for teaching the “Landyas” (a derogatory term for Muslims used by the
communally minded Hindus in Maharashtra) a lesson on Gujarat pattern. It is
said that this threat was repeated to the Sanghatana- CITU team by them again.
Adam Master reported this matter and cautioned the Police about the possibility
of communal riots in near future. Despite this the Police remained complacent so
much so that they did not know even of the Bandh declared by the MVP. Adam
master has complained this in his memorandum to the chief Minister, Sampark
Minister as presented to the Press.
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The spark of the riots fell first in the extended city areas which are not very far
from the office of Police Commissioner. If the police had been sensitive and alert
it was very much possible for them to contain the riots at the start itself. But
apparently they were caught unprepared. The rioting went unabated for many
hours as we surmise from our data. The responses from police were not
forthcoming even when people called them for help.
The police has been accused of prejudicial behavior towards Muslims. Almost
every victim that we talked to complained that police openly abused them in
derogatory terms like Landyas, Gaddar, Deshdrohi, Dahshatwadis etc. At most of
the places they stood by when the Hindu mobs looted and burnt the Muslim
shops selectively not only on the first day but on the subsequent days when
curfew was on. People have told us that the local TV channels who have
captured some such scenes of rioting where police were seen watching the
rioting mobs looting and burning Muslim shops and houses. Some scenes
reportedly even captured them with some of the leaders of Hindus around who
were directing this gory episode. The police get completely exposed in their
prejudicial action in Shastri Nagar. They have brutally assaulted scores of Muslim
youth many of whom were the only bread winner for their families. Many of these
youth may be rendered permanently disabled for the work they were doing for
their livelihood.
The manner of conducting subsequent raids and arrests also expose prejudicial
role played by the police. At many places police instead of catching the named
criminals have arrested the victims and made them main respondents. Such
cases can be found in the Maulali Square area. The raids conducted by the
police mainly related again with Muslim majority areas. They have confiscated
the implements of daily use as deadly weapons. The local papers have
celebrated these raids with photographs on the first page without thinking for a
moment how can the knives, Sattoors and sickles can be deadly weapons in the
house of a Khatik. There certainly captured even some swords but their number
was not big enough to create news.
We wanted to obtain police version on these issues and tried contacting the
police Commissioner Shri Bhagawantrao More on his mobile 9823119000
several time but there was no response. Before starting our field visit we had
gone to see him but he was not in office. We saw Shri Tryambake, DCP at his
home. He explained that since a magisterial enquiry has been instituted into this
incident, the police cannot give any opinion or reveal any information.
Narsingh Mengji: Local Face of Hindutva
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The ferocity with which Narsingh Menji’s house is burnt stands out as an
exception to the general rule of destruction of Muslim property. We spoke to his
nephews – Manohar and Mahesh at their shop since Narsingh Mengji was
reportedly at Mumbai. They described the incident in great details and took us to
their burnt house and shown us the devastation inside. A big house situated in a
lane with a narrow passage to enter enclosed Mr. Mengji’s office as well as his
BPL Agency. The balance house had several rooms for the apparently large
family. The house was completely burnt with ceilings in a couple of rooms caved
in because of weakening of the metal beams. His family was saved by his
Muslim neighbor-Darrod Sir. The incident is reported by all the local papers in
great details, some papers like Sanket carrying a special interview of the Ex-MLC
Mr. Narsingh Mengji. Mengjis did not hide their hatred for the Muslim miscreants
and had a lot of complaint against the police. They repeatedly referred to one
name of Muslim policeman as the culprit and also insinuated that the Congress
government at the State was sheltering the minority community.
It appears that in the earlier communal riots also Mengjis had become the
chosen target of Muslim mobs. One had to naturally ask why the entire anger of
the Muslim community is directed towards them. The answer did not come from
Mengjis. They appeared to accuse Congress for lending tacit support to Muslims
in their ire against the BJP. The information that we gathered reveals that
Narsingh Mengji is a very vocal advocate of Hindutva politics and represents its
face in Sholapur. He is the person who led people from Sholapur area to
Ayodhya in 1992 and participated in destruction of Babri Masjid. The BJP
leadership in Sholapur talked about teaching lesson to ‘Landyas’ on the Gujarat
pattern as claimed by the CPM leader Com. Adam Master. This cumulative
information can profile Mr. Narsingh Mengji and explain how Muslims take him.
Conclusion
Sholapur represents a mini Ahmedabad in many ways. Both were the textile
centers. Both have lost their textile mills. Even other industries in both cities are
in shambles mainly because of the policies of corporate globalization that the
government has been pursuing. Both have thousands of workers thrown on
streets, who have set up petty shops in competition with each other. They see
their crisis as a result of the presence of ‘the other’ as subtly but systematically
prompted by some unscrupulous politicians. The media at their disposal has
been directly reinforcing the perception of this ‘other’ through consolidation of a
particular ‘us’. The society is thus getting communally charged everywhere in
India. No wonder that the recent riots reflect the same anatomy as of the Gujarat
ones. The fact that they could not be similarly devastating as Gujarat may
perhaps be due to the difference in the political dispensations in Gujarat and
Maharashtra.
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The Hindutva forces are unapologetic about Gujarat. They still perceive electoral
gains through the communal polarization and the riots as the instruments to
achieve it. Modi’s Gujarat has done double damage. On the Hindu side it has
emboldened people to try it in order to ‘teach lesson’ to the Muslims and on the
Muslim side it created wounded psyche and engendered fear psychosis that
could manifest in any unpredictable form. It has mutated social fabric
representing plurality not in Gujarat alone but everywhere. Unless civil society
comes forward to consciously restore it, such riots may become a feature of our
society.
Civil society can certainly prevent communal strife from germinating at the first
place but there is little that it can achieve once it turns into communal skirmish.
Unless the government and the state are committed to secular values the
skirmish will easily transform into riots. The onus of the government and the
State thus is great. Paradoxically, these institutions themselves cannot remain
uninfluenced. They also get communalized leading to dangerous consequences
as obtained in Gujarat. In Sholapur also the communal bias of police force was
reported and could be surmised at many places. To thwart the impending
danger, the police force needs to be secularized and sensitized towards their
duty to citizens. As a part of this there is a need to restructure it granting sizable
representation to various communities so that it becomes difficult for the police to
adopt particular communal posture in crisis situations as riots.
There is a dire need to institute more accountability in the police force than exists
today. The police chief should be held personally responsible for every social
mishap taking place in his area. It may be advisable to evaluate police action
after any such civic disturbance through an independent panel and make their
findings public. Needless to say, any inaction and any unlawful action on the part
of the police should warrant severe punishment.
We Demand
•
•
•
•

An impartial enquiry by an independent agency into the riots and the role of
police should be instituted immediately.
The Police officers and policemen who are found responsible for unnecessary
firing and killing innocent people should be immediately suspended and tried
for murder.
People who have been named as guilty in the complaints by the victims
should be immediately arrested and proper investigation should be carried out
to establish their guilt.
The riots could have been controlled and the loss of life and property could
have been averted if the state machinery had taken preventive measures and
acted with due sensitivity after the riots broke out. Since the loss of life and
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property is due to the failure of the State, the government should compensate
people for their loss.
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